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The Pioneer

Stage Manager Learns
About Theater, Life Lessons

By Mitch Bathke
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W

ith five minutes until the
opening of Cal State
Hayward’s summer production of
“As You Like It,” Gillian Robins
sat in her chair, a huge binder laid
out on a wooden table in front of
her.
Around her people flipped
switches and pressed buttons.
The room was dark except for the
soft glow emanating from a small
desk lamp, a laptop and other
computer monitors. It seemed
very similar to the bridge of a
naval vessel, with Robins the
captain.
She looked out of the windows of the control booth over
a sea of people in the audience, examining the deserted
stage.
“We are five to places,” Robins calmly announced to her crew
via her headset radio. After five
minutes of shuffling and going
over check lists, Cal State
Hayward’s resident stage manager started the show.
“Cue lights,” she ordered.
“Okay, let’s rock and roll”.
Those words began a flurry of
activity in the control booth at
the back of the theater. A pattern
emerged during the show: a rush
of pushing buttons, flipping
switches and radio commands at
scene changes, usually followed
by a quiet calm during the middle
of a scene, and then a repeat of
activity.
Activity began when the
stage manager issued orders
over the radio and ended when
she stopped talking.
Robins, a senior planning to
graduate in March of 2004, has
only been doing this work for
about a year and a half. Her relative inexperience doesn’t show.
“You need to learn how to
control a situation,” she explained. “If you can manage
something and take charge, it
doesn’t take long to learn. Anyone can do it; it just takes confidence”.
As a stage manager for the
major productions at Cal State
Hayward, Robins has a laundry
list of responsibilities. In the

weeks leading up to a performance, a stage manager must
balance interaction with the director, taking walking notes for
the show, supervising the actors
and making sure everyone is
where he should be at the right
time.
Robins is the first person to arrive at a rehearsal and the last to
leave, locking up the theater after everyone else has left. These
rehearsals can go on for weeks,
taking three to four hours a night,
four to five nights a week.
With about two shows per
quarter, not to mention volunteer
jobs taken on the side for fun or
extra experience, stage managing can be a full-time job. It’s a
lot to take on for a full-time student with a part-time job on campus, an active social life and
membership in the Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority.
Robins put it simply: “It’s a big
time commitment”.
When it comes time for the actual performance, Robins finds
herself facing a whole new set of
responsibilities and duties. While
the actors utter their lines, a
small group scurries back stage
to provide all the lighting, set
placement and sound the show
needs to succeed. At the head of
all that activity is the stage manager, organizing when and where
the crew works.
In the case of “As You Like
It,” Robins must give 72 commands, all of which are timesensitive. These signals must be
given at an exact point in the
performance or noticeable mistakes will be made on stage,
possibly confusing the audience
and diminishing the quality of
the show.
In the first 90 seconds of “As
You Like It” there are 12 different cues for the crew.
“People listen and they take
in what I have to say,” Robins
said. “If something goes wrong,
it’s all my fault”.
Requirements and timing cues
differ from show to show, but their
execution is always the responsibility of the stage manager. As of
right now, at Cal State Hayward,
that stage manager is Robins.

Anyone can step in and
learn, as Robins found out in her
first experience with stage
management, when she was
thrust into the control booth the
opening night of a show because no one else was there to
do it.
Experience, however, is always an important factor in the
work of a stage manger. This
leads to a practice of training one
or two people to become resident
stage mangers, then using them
as much as possible until they become unavailable.
When asked what might happen when she leaves in a few
months, Robins replied, “They
need to find someone. I’m sure
another freshman or new person
will step in and want to know
how to do it. Somebody will have
to learn.”
Different theater departments
focus on different disciplines, and
Cal State Hayward focuses
mainly on acting. This leaves few
resources for technical training.
And Robins’ crew, anywhere
from two to more than 10 people,
changes with every production.
The crew usually is made up
of actors who do not have parts
in the current show, or volunteers from beginning theater
classes.
Staging often requires large
amounts of physical work and
many of these crew members
learn the intricacies behind the
operations of a show. They sometimes are rewarded with extra
credit in classes or credit toward
graduation, “so it’s rewarding at
the same time,” Robins said.
“It’s a position that is very,
very well respected,” she said.
“You can’t be the nice guy, or everyone will walk all over you.
“It gives a sense of what it’s
like to be in charge, to have
people depend on you instead of
you depending on other people.
It has helped me to realize that
managers in general are not big
jerks; they’re just trying to help
you do your job. It opened my
eyes to that.”
“It’s something I just enjoy
doing,” she concluded. “It gives
a sense of being.”
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